
VIA ELECTROI\IC MAIL

Jacob Rodri gvez
866 Danenberg Drive
El Centro, CA 92243

November 5, 2021

Todd M. Homan, Director
clo Scott Faulk
Office of Aviation Analysis
I-J. S . Department of Transportation

RE: Public Comment Regarding Proposals by Carriers for Essential Air Service at
El Centro, California (DOT-OST -2008-0299)

Dear Mr. Faulk:

Please accept these comments regarding my thoughts on the various proposals submitted by
carriers for El Centro's Essential Air Service in the above-mentioned docket number:

As a lifelong resident of Imperial County, CA (where the El Centro airport is situated)
and an actual user of the El Centro Essential Air Service for three roundtrip journeys during
2020-21,I feel am suited to provide comments based upon my first-hand experience with the
current EAS carrier Southern Airways (which purchased Mokulele as noted in Order 2021-9-7).I
am not affiliated with any of the carriers that submitted proposals and seeing as the City Council
of my City of El Centro declined to recommend or endorse a particular carrier at its November 2,
202I, meeting, where Boutique Air Inc. and Southern Airways Express both presented
information, I thought I'd duly record my opinion as a constituent and past EAS beneficiary-
who would be affected by any Dept. of Transportation decision on the matter-for the record.

I have reviewed all three proposals by Boutique, Southern, and Advanced Air, LLC on
regulations.gov in their entirety. In short, I think that continuity should be maintained by keeping
the current carrier Southern Airways. I don't find the proposal by Advanced Air to be fully
responsive to the request as it makes repeated mention to Merced urport, which one can only
assume is an error. The only significant advantage I found that Boutique had over Southern was
the fact that they are proposing to use pressurized airuaft., as opposed to the Cessnas currently
used and proposed by Southern Airways. While such pressurized uruaftwould be an
unprecedented thing (in a good way) to have at El Centro airport, in the absence of arry other
additional compelling factors, I have doubts selecting Boutique would be worth the increased
yearly costs and any interruption associated with switching carriers.
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